
La Fattoria di Murcia-Granada

1. introduzione

Questo caso di studio riguarda un'azienda di allevamento ecologico di capre Murcia-Granada 
collocata su un pascolo estensivo, vicino al fiume Guadalquivir. Oltre all'attività zootecnica, 
hanno sviluppato altre attività multifunzionali correlate, come la produzione di formaggio con 
un proprio marchio, Caprinatura, e la vendita diretta nel loro punto vendita. Sono anche 
collegati con la formazione, facilitano stage per studenti del loro settore di attività.

2. PROMOTORE PROFILO

Nome
Rosa

Cognome
Rodríguez

Anno di nascita
1965

Sesso
Femmina



Formazione

Primary education, cattle courses and expert in cheese production courses.

3. FARM PROFILO



Address
El Donadío, Sierra Mágina Natural Park, Úbeda, Jaén.

Nazione
Spagna

Zona agricola in ettari
2.00

Data di costituzione dell'azienda
2003

Data da quando il promotore possiede / affitta l'azienda agricola
Dom, 01.06.2003 - 12:00

NUMBER OF WORKERS FAMILY MEMBERS EXTERNAL WORKERS

Full time 2 1

Part time 0 2

descrizione dell'azienda



This goat farm was established in 2003, but in 2011 the conversion to ecological farming 
took place and the number of goats expanded to achieve greater production, began to 
develop activities of milk-to-cheese transformation for which they were trained with other 
farmers who lent their cheese-making equipment, that allowed them selling their own 
cheese under own brand Caprinatura. After the prior experience, they decided to apply for a 
license to set up own cheese factory. While the license was processed the farm was installed 
80 km further away. The license took more than 5 years to be granted and while the work in 
the cheese factory became more difficult, the great distance of the farm and the family 
pushed them to stop the manufacture. Nowadays, the manufacturing is outsourced, but they 
maintain the brand and have a distinctive place on the market. The farm has pastures, 
mainly of autochthonous adventitious varieties, part of pasture is sown to obtain grain and 
hay (oats, beans, and barley) to complement the diet. Since the start of ecological 
management until now the landscape has changed and improved the action of the goats in 
2011.

Sito web e social network links
http://www.facebook.com/CAPRINATURASL/

4. Agricoltura multifunzionale/sostenibile e Paesaggi 
Agricoli Europei (PAE)
Multifunctional & sustainable farming Key Words
Biodiversity
Direct sales
Quality/Organic/Certified production

Testo libero

This farm is located in Donadio in Úbeda area located in the natural park of Sierra Mágina 
enjoying a landscape of a meadow near the Guadalquivir river, the protected natural area. 
When the plot was acquired in order to move to an ecological management it was an 
abandoned site, it has completely changed since they developed the livestock there, the 
continuous incorporation of organic matter from goats improved the quality of soil and 
favoured the dispersal of seeds. Now there is a level of biodiversity in pastures before 
unknown. Situated by the river provide this plot’s humidity and conditions guarantee the 
presence of grass throughout the whole year.

http://www.facebook.com/CAPRINATURASL/
https://cs.feal-future.org/en/msfarm/biodiversity
https://cs.feal-future.org/en/msfarm/direct-sales
https://cs.feal-future.org/en/msfarm/qualityorganiccertified-production


Transforming from more intensive management to more extensive and ecological one was 
difficult in the beginning. The previous cattle were slow to adapt and it was the new offspring 
that quickly adapted to a new situation. Conversion to ecological production has been a very 
remarkable change in the physical state of the sheep and its animal health, now the number 
of incidences at births improved by the more physical activity of grazing. The grass species 
follow one another in different seasons which gives specific characteristics to milk and 
cheese throughout the year. The current abundance of vegetation retains water and holds 
the soil.

At the beginning of the project, many bureaucratic requirements were needed in addition to 
having a little comprehension since it is not very common activity this field of work. The long 
deadlines for obtaining authorizations largely discouraged the activity that worked very well. 
The effects on the family environment favoured the decision to stop making cheese, but in 
the future they intend to re-apply for licenses to restart the cheese production.

Consiglio/Raccomandazione

•   In addition to training and information it is necessary to carry out practice before starting 
the activity, visit other farms where the activities can be done and seen.

•   To dedicate the hours you must love the activity.

5. CONSIDERAZIONI, abilità/competenze coinvolte e 
domande/questioni
Considerazioni generali

This goat farm is located on the banks of the Guadalquivir river in Donadío de Jáen. This plot 
has undergone a substantial change since the entry of livestock with a significant increase of 
the biodiversity of pastures and an improvement in physical condition and sanitary of goats.

Although they consider it especially relevant to attend technical training of cheese 
production, milking, livestock management, etc., they consider that formal training must be 
accompanied by practice, therefore they demand greater mobilization from the collective to 
favour new livestock practice at farms already established.

From the advice point of view, belonging to a livestock association offers them veterinary 
recommendations, but in the end, they are aware that the farmer must take his own 
decisions based on what has been learned and technicians recommendations.

If the promoters had obtained the certificates earlier, they would have opened their cheese 
factory near the farm and would not have had difficulties with combining different activities. 
This has not diminished their illusion and they are already planning to restart the cheese 
production.



Strengths Weaknesses

Esperienze precedenti.
Formazione tecnica.
Struttura già sviluppata.
Ubicazione dei pasco.

Ricordi difficili.
Ricominciare di nuovo.

Opportunities Threats

Contatti precedenti.
Produzione ecologica.
Cooperazione tra agricoltori.
Comunicazione digitale.

Comprensione della famiglia.
Attività plurime.
Pregiudizi nell’ambiente.

Parole chiave
EAL Keywords
Farmland
Protected area
Wooded grassland

Farming Key words
Dairy farm
Goats
Livestock
Processing

Main Training/Skills/Competences

As in many case studies, technical training usually forms the basis of the training claimed by 
farmers, in this specific case, as well as management training, there are relevant courses in 
cheese production, marketing, knowing the requirements related to subsidies, as well as 
knowing the requirements necessary to comply with the certifications. In addition they 
demand the possibility of practice and the farmers' willingness to help new farmers. 

Multifunctional & sustainable farming Key Words
Biodiversity
Direct sales
Quality/Organic/Certified production

Domande/Questioni

https://cs.feal-future.org/en/farming/dairy-farm
https://cs.feal-future.org/en/farming/goats
https://cs.feal-future.org/en/farming/livestock
https://cs.feal-future.org/en/farming/processing
https://cs.feal-future.org/en/msfarm/biodiversity
https://cs.feal-future.org/en/msfarm/direct-sales
https://cs.feal-future.org/en/msfarm/qualityorganiccertified-production


•   Do you know the bureaucratic deadlines linked to the bids and requests that you must 
carry out to start your project?

•   Do you know the demands of being a breeder? Would you be willing to spend all the time 
it takes to be a breeder?

•   Have you already located pastures? Do you know what characteristics they should have 
and what can you do as a breeder to improve these pastures?

•   Do you think that direct transformation and sale are activities that can help you meet 
better results?
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